
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TO: Library Commission FROM: Paul Underwood 
Deputy City Librarian 
 

SUBJECT: Interim Branch Library Services Plan DATE: December 15, 2002 
 
 
Background 
 
At the October 17, 2002 Library Commission Meeting, an informational presentation was 
made outlining various service options to provide library services during construction 
phases of the Branch Library Bond Program.  The presentation included discussion of the 
following: 
 
 
Strategy 
 
The overall strategy for the provision of interim library services incorporates: 
 Providing access to library services during the ten year build-out of the Branch 

Library Improvement Program, while maintaining fiscal responsibility and achieving 
the overall goal of the program; 

 Ameliorating the impact of closures on a geographic basis so that no one area of the 
City is unnecessarily impacted; and 

 Determining appropriate options will be based on analysis of key library service 
concerns including, but not limited to, geographic location, proximity to other 
branches, public transportation, etc. 

 
 
Service options 
 
 Bookmobile service 

Days of the week and frequency to be determined on a case-by-case basis. 
 

 Extended hours at nearby branch libraries 
Similar to the approach the Library used for the recent closure of West Portal:  
Opened Merced on Mondays, and Parkside on Sundays during the period of 
closure. 
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 Housing unique or special collections temporarily at another branch library 

Such as the Gay and Lesbian collection at Eureka Valley moved to a nearby branch; 
Vietnamese, Chinese language collections moved to a nearby branch. 

 
 Partnering with local schools, churches, community centers, etc for locations to hold 

library programs and events 
Such as holding the Summer Reading Program events or other children’s 
programming at a local community center; homework help at a local school. 

 
 Scheduling special visits by the Children’s Bookmobile 

Such as performers using the Children’s Bookmobile at a location near the closed 
branch library; the Children’s Bookmobile bringing special needs collection to a 
closed site on a rotating basis. 
 
 

Temporary Structures 
 
Library Administration recommended that the use of temporary structures not be 
considered as part of the provision of alternate library services due to the: 
 Difficulty in acquiring a temporary location within the service area of any particular 

branch library; 
 Cost of upgrading any facility to accommodate library service needs; 
 Ongoing cost of operating a temporary structure; 
 Loss to the City and the Library upon leaving a temporary facility – expensive 

improvements for a limited use of 12 to 18 months is not cost effective; and 
 Desire to maintain the construction schedule and manage the budget effectively 

 
 
Budget Considerations 
 
The budget for moving and relocation is $4.3 million for all 24 projects.   
 It is estimated that, on average, $50,000 will be needed for moving costs per project.  

This totals $1.2 million, plus 15% contingency bringing the total to $1,380,000. 
 Purchase of used bookmobiles to provide library service is estimated at $400,000 per 

vehicle. 
 Storage of materials includes using Brooks Hall and the Presidio Branch Library as 

the first locations to store materials.  The Library will be able to hold several 
complete branch library collections in these combined locations.  If needed, rental 
space would be used.  $520,000 was proposed to be set aside for rental space. 
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Example:  Excelsior Branch Library 
 
Excelsior will be the first branch library closed, probably in September 2003.  The branch 
is scheduled to open in September 2004.  Currently, Excelsior operates seven days per 
week.   
 
A scenario was given as an example of what interim services might look like for 
Excelsior: 
 Nearby branch libraries include Bernal Heights, Glen Park, Ingleside, Mission and 

Portola; 
 Excelsior and Glen Park are both on MUNI lines 44 and 52; 
 Excelsior and Mission are both located on Mission Street, with excellent public 

transit available; 
 Mission is also open seven days per week; 
 Bernal Heights could be opened on Mondays from 1:00 – 9:00 (currently Bernal is 

closed on Mondays); Sundays from 1:00 – 5:00 (currently Bernal is closed on 
Sundays); and increase Wednesday hours from 1:00 – 9:00 to a new schedule of 
10:00 – 9:00; 

 Bookmobile service could be provided near the closed branch on Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Saturdays; 

 Children’s Bookmobile could make special program visits; 
 The Excelsior Branch Manager would develop partnerships with local schools, 

churches, community centers, etc. to continue library programming during closure;  
 The Filipiniana collected is relocated to Bernal Heights. 

 
 
Analysis 
 
At the close of the October 17th presentation, the Library Commission directed staff to 
continue to explore alternate service options and return to the Commission with 
recommendations.   
 
Determining appropriate options will be based on analysis of key library service concerns 
including, but not limited to, geographic location, proximity to other branches, public 
transportation, etc.   The relocation and moving strategy is to provide access to library 
services during the ten year build-out of the Branch Library Improvement Program, while 
maintaining fiscal responsibility and achieving the overall goal of the program, that of 
making the buildings seismically safe, ADA compliant, and technologically staged for 
present and future library service needs. 
 
The budget for relocation and moving for the 24 projects was established at $4.3 million.  
This amount is far less than what would be required if all projects needed an interim 
physical location.  The establishment of the budget at $4.3 million was a conscious 
decision made by the Library Commission that not every project would need an interim 
physical location.  
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The outcome of more detailed investigation and analysis has resulted in a priority due 
diligence methodology to select the most appropriate interim library service approach on 
a case-by-case basis.  
 
Each project will be evaluated in the following order: 
 
1. Evaluation of geographic location of the community within the City (is it a more 

isolated area?), proximity to nearby branch libraries, access to public transit, etc. 
 

 If the branch is close to another branch library, is on mass transit lines, etc., then 
extending hours at nearby branches and housing any unique or special collections 
temporarily at another branch library will be the interim service provided. 

 
 If the branch does not meet that criteria, then evaluation moves to the second step, 

that of incorporating Bookmobile Service. 
 
2. Evaluation at step two includes the feasibility and appropriateness of Bookmobile 

Service, including extending hours at nearby branch libraries, housing unique or 
special collections temporarily at another branch library, partnering with local 
schools, churches, community centers, etc. for locations to hold library programs and 
events, and scheduling special visits by the Children’s Bookmobile.  A Bookmobile 
Service schedule may either be stationary near a closed branch, or operate on a 
regular schedule.  If the outcome of analysis of this step for a given project indicates 
that step two is not feasible, then evaluation moves to the third and final step. 

 
3. Temporary/Portable Structures; Store fronts or other suitable structures.  Selection of 

a temporary physical location includes feasibility criteria including, but not limited to: 
 

 Temporary/Portable -- requires a suitable size of property with appropriate street 
and pedestrian access, permits, load limit for book stacks of 150 lbs per square 
foot, ADA compliance, telecom and electrical connections. 

 
 Store fronts or other suitable structures -- requires appropriate street and 

pedestrian access, ground floor location is strongly preferred, load limit for book 
stacks of 150 lbs per square foot, ADA and seismic code compliance, appropriate 
telecom and electrical capacity, as well as appropriate lighting and heating.   
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Budget 
 
Library staff estimated that up to eight projects might meet Step 3 criteria, up to eleven 
projects at Step 1 or Step 2, and five projects will not need interim library service, as 
follows: 
 
Leased Branch Libraries and Mission Bay Branch: 
 No interim library service needed 
 Moving and related costs for 5 new facilities at $50,000 each $250,000

 
Renovations for 11 projects 
 Step 1 or Step 2 selected as the interim service  
 Moving costs for 11 renovations at $50,000 each 550,000

 
Eight Projects selected for Step 3 
 $312,500 average each 2,500,000
 Examples of costs incorporated in the $312,500 include rent, moving 

collections/furniture, code compliance, moving and installation of 
portable (if selected), permits, ADA compliance, etc. depending on type 
of temporary facility selected, etc. 

 

 
Two Bookmobiles for use during the 10 year bond program at $400,000 each 800,000
 
Purchase of 2 portables for use during the 10 year bond program at $100,000 
each 

$200,000

 
Total $4,300,000
 
 
Recommendation 
 
Library Administration recommends Commission approval of the priority due diligence 
methodology, outlined above, to select the most appropriate interim library service 
approach on a case-by-case basis.  The Library will engage each neighborhood, as part of 
the Library’s due diligence, in determining the most appropriate outcome. 
 
 
 
 


